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Hybrid process of wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) and high-pressure rolling can build large-
scale components with low detrimental residual stress (RS) and distortion. We developed an efficient
coupled process model for a steel wall to simulate the interaction between WAAM deposition and rolling.
The predicted RS distributions and wall dimensions agree well with experimental results. Cyclic variation
of longitudinal tensile RS occurs during WAAM deposition and inter-layer rolling in clamped condition.
The influence depth of deposition and rolling is characterised by the number of the underlying layers that
are plastically deformed after each process cycle. For the inter-layer rolling with a flat roller, the rolling
has smaller influence depth than the deposition; consequently, the rolling does not eliminate but rather
contains the regeneration of WAAM tensile RS after thermal cycles. Rolling with a slotted roller intro-
duces more tensile plastic strain and thereby more effectively reduces WAAM tensile RS and unclamping
distortion. Compared to the inter-layer rolling, stacked-four-layer rolling has larger influence depth and
hence achieves similar RS mitigation efficacy with fewer rolling operations, while post-build rolling has
lower efficacy due to insufficient penetration. Therefore, stacked-layers rolling with slotted roller is rec-
ommended for an optimal hybrid process of WAAM and rolling.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is emerging as a new
directed energy deposition process for small batch near-net-shape
production of medium-/large-scale components in aerospace,
automotive, energy and other industries [1–4]. WAAM relies on
sequential deposition of metal layers in an open environment or
a controlled chamber using a wire consumable as the feedstock,
an electric arc as the heat source shielded with inert gas, and a
robotic arm or gantry machine as the manipulator under precise
control by a computer system. A wide variety of wire materials
are available in the market for WAAM deposition, such as steels
[5,6], aluminium alloys [7,8], titanium alloys [9,10], nickel superal-
loys [11,12] and functionally graded materials [13,14]. WAAM is
well suited for industrial applications thanks to its high deposition
rate, reduced manufacturing time, enhanced design flexibility,
decreased buy-to-fly ratio and low build-up and operational cost
[4,9,15,16].

The arc heat source utilised in WAAM causes local heating and
uneven thermal expansion in the deposit and its surrounding
material. Consequently, local plastic deformation occurs as the
material is susceptible to yielding at high temperatures. In the sub-
sequent cooling, the deposited hot material tends to shrink, but the
surrounding material constrains the thermal shrinkage. The mis-
match between the process-induced permanent deformations that
are accumulated in different regions gives rise to residual stress
(RS) [17]. RS and distortion are the main technical challenges fac-
ing WAAM for its wider adoption in industry [4,5]. The RS can
cause cracks and degradation of fatigue performance, induce brittle
fracture and reduce corrosion resistance [18–21], whilst excessive
distortion can make the WAAM process unstable and the compo-
nent unsuitable for assembly or service.

Several techniques have been proposed to mitigate WAAM-
induced RS and distortion, such as rolling [5], in-situ induction
heating [22,23] and post-build heat treatment [24]. The develop-
ment of optimal tool path could also reduce RS and distortion in
WAAM [25].

High-pressure rolling has been extensively studied in experi-
ments for mitigating RS and distortion in WAAM. Colegrove et al.
[5] applied rolling in steel WAAM components using both profiled
roller (i.e., roller with concave contact surface) and slotted roller.
They investigated several rolling strategies, including inter-layer
rolling, rolling every four deposited layers (i.e., stacked-four-layer
rolling) and rolling only on the last deposited layer (i.e., post-
build rolling). According to their measurements after removal of
clamps, the slotted roller was more effective than the profiled
roller to reduce the peak tensile RS and the bending distortion.
Martina et al. [26] reported a similar reduction of RS and distortion
in inter-layer rolled Ti-6Al-4V WAAM components. Hönnige et al.
[27] evaluated the inter-layer rolling using convex-shaped roller
in Ti-6Al-4V WAAM intersections. They found that the RS distribu-
tion in the intersection was hardly affected by the rolling, presum-
ably because the thermal deposition cycle had a stronger influence
than the rolling on the final distribution of RS.

Despite the demonstrated effectiveness of rolling to reduce RS
and distortion, the inter-layer rolling for WAAM still faces several
practical challenges. For instance, in previous experiments, the
rolling commenced only when the deposit cooled below 50 �C,
and the rolling on each layer took remarkable time [5]. In addition,
the slotted roller required application of lubricant before rolling of
each layer, followed by degreasing [5]. All these operations signif-
icantly increased the manufacturing time and energy consumption.
Process optimisation is hence needed to improve manufacturing
efficiency, which requires a thorough understanding of the mech-
anism governing the RS and distortion.
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The finite element method (FEM) was successfully applied in
the simulation of rolling [28,29], which helped obtain detailed
information to understand the rolling effect. Despite the recent
research on modelling of post-build rolling forWAAM components,
the simulation of inter-layer rolling that is applied throughout the
WAAM deposition process has not been reported in the literature.
One main challenge faced here is the high computational cost of a
rolling model coupled with WAAM deposition. For example, it took
about 95 h to obtain the solution of a single-pass rolling simulation
for a 456 mm long welded component [30]. To tackle the compu-
tational challenge, Gornyakov et al. [31,32] recently developed an
efficient modelling approach based on reduced-length model and
steady-state solution mapping technique, which is applicable to
both WAAM and rolling.

The recent modelling research on post-build rolling has shed
some light on the influences of different parameters on the rolling
efficacy to mitigate the RS and distortion inWAAM built walls. Gor-
nyakov et al. [33] investigated the formation of plastic strain (PS)
and RS in both unrolled and rolled states for a WAAM deposited
wall, and elucidated the mechanism responsible for the mitigation
of RS and distortion. Abbaszadeh et al. [34] and Tangestani et al.
[35] studied the effects of the roller shape, rolling load and other
parameters on distributions of RS and PS. For in-process rolling, it
is anticipated that more complicated cyclic PS and RS formation
occurs due to the alternate WAAM deposition and rolling.

The present study is aimed to reveal the complex interaction
between WAAM deposition and rolling and thereby optimise the
rolling strategy for the hybrid process to mitigate RS and distortion
of WAAM component. An efficient finite element model is devel-
oped for the coupled process simulation, and to the authors’ best
knowledge, this is the first attempt to model and understand the
complicated in-process rolling during WAAM deposition, while
post-build rolling simulations have been already attempted by
the authors [32,33] and other researchers [34,35]. Different roller
shapes and rolling strategies are examined and evaluated to
improve the efficacy and efficiency of the rolling for a WAAM built
component.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experiment

The WAAM component studied here was deposited and inter-
layer rolled in a previous experiment [5]. Twenty layerswith dimen-
sions of approximately 490mm� 5mm� 2mm for each layerwere
deposited to build a steel wall using a Cold Metal Transfer (CMT)
process with a wire speed of 10 m/min (0.8 mm diameter G3Si1/
ER70S-6 wire) and a torch travel speed of 500 mm/min. The CMT
process offered high deposition rate and low heat input, which are
beneficial for enhancing productivity and thermal control. The pro-
cess parameters were selected based on experimental trials to
achieve the target layerwidth andheight. The used S355JR-AR grade
steel substrate plate was 500 mm long, 60 mm wide and 12 mm
thick, and restrained with six clamps during the WAAM deposition
and rolling. The inter-layer rollingwas conducted by controlling the
vertical load (i.e., rolling load) on the pivot of the roller and moving
the roller without application of torque. The sketch of the equip-
ment and configuration for the WAAM and rolling, as well as the
clamps locations, are presented in Fig. 1. Similar experimental setup
for different materials can be also found in Refs. [27,36].

Both profiled and slotted rollers were used in the experiment,
and the inter-layer rolling commenced when the deposit cooled
down to 50 �C. For the slotted roller, the rolling was not started
until the deposited wall reached a height larger than the depth
(i.e., 10 mm) of the slot of the roller. A lubricant was applied to



Fig. 1. The sketch of experimental equipment and setup for WAAM deposition and rolling [5].
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the deposited wall before each run of rolling with the slotted roller,
which was then degreased before depositing the subsequent layer.
The neutron diffraction method was employed to measure the RS
after the clamps were removed from the substrate. The out-of-
plane distortion along the bottom line of the substrate after
unclamping was measured using vernier callipers and a laser scan-
ner. Details of the experiment can be found in Ref. [5].

2.2. Reduced-length thermal model of WAAM deposition

A short thermal multi-layer model was generated to obtain the
temperature field in the steady-state region during WAAM deposi-
tion [32] (Fig. 2). To improve computational efficiency the compo-
nent length was reduced to 72 mm in the model. The adopted
length ensures that the WAAM model reaches steady-state and
predicts a temperature field consistent with the full-length ther-
mal model [32]. Double ellipsoidal heat source model [37] was
employed, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Reduced-length multi-layer thermal model for the WAA
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where qf and qr are the power density in the front and rear regions,
respectively; f f and f r are the front and rear power distributing fac-
tors, respectively; Q is the net power input (arc efficiency is consid-
ered); v is the travel speed of the heat source and t is the travel
time; af and ar indicate the lengths of the front and rear regions,
respectively; and b and c denote the lateral and vertical radii of
the heat source, respectively. The heat source parameters were
adopted from Ref. [38], i.e., f f ¼ 0:6, f r ¼ 1:4, Q ¼ 2245:83 W,
af ¼ 2 mm, ar ¼ 6 mm, b ¼ 2:5 mm and c ¼ 3 mm. The addition
of material was simulated by sequential activation of the whole
layer for each deposition.

The thermal model is same as that reported in Ref. [32], which
shows good agreement between predictions and thermocouple
measurements of temperature histories at four locations. However,
the mechanical model for present study is different from that in
Ref. [32], see Section 2.3.
2.3. Reduced-length mechanical model of WAAM deposition and
rolling

2.3.1. Overview of mechanical model
Fig. 3 presents the short mechanical model of multi-layer depo-

sition and rolling for the clamped WAAM wall with a reduced
length of 72 mm. As demonstrated in Ref. [32], the reduced-
M process (only half part is modelled due to symmetry).



Fig. 3. (a) Reduced-length mechanical model for multi-layer WAAM deposition and rolling (only half part is modelled due to symmetry); (b) and (c) show the geometry of the
flat and slotted rollers, respectively (contact surfaces are highlighted in blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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length mechanical model did not sacrifice the fidelity of the
steady-state solution but significantly saved computational time.
The adopted length is sufficient for both WAAM and rolling to
reach the steady state. During WAAM simulation, all nodes were
constrained in the longitudinal direction to counteract the effect
due to the reduction in component length [32], while the longitu-
dinal constraint was relaxed except on the two end surfaces during
the rolling simulation [32]. A simplified clamping constraint was
implemented, i.e., the movement of all nodes on the bottom sur-
face of the substrate were constrained in all directions. In addition,
the layer surface was assumed to be flat which is commonly
accepted for WAAM and rolling simulations [32,33,38]. Such geo-
metric simplification circumvented element distortion potentially
occurring during the hybrid process and it also significantly
enhanced model convergence rate without sacrificing the key phy-
sics examined. As post-build rolling was already simulated in Refs.
[32,33], the present study is focused on modelling of the interac-
tion between WAAM deposition and rolling during the building
process.

Abaqus FEM software package was used for the numerical sim-
ulations. The mechanical model was meshed using 9036 hexahe-
dral linear elements with reduced integration, and the mesh
topology was same as in the thermal model. The element dimen-
sions vary from being small in the wall (2 mm � 0.833 mm � 0.
667 mm) to being large in the substrate (8 mm � 7.5 mm � 1.76
5 mm). A sensitivity analysis showed that an increase in the mesh
density did not affect the solution. It should be noted that the
mechanical model and the thermal model were generated sepa-
rately, while the temperature field predicted by the thermal model
was imported into the mechanical model for subsequent analysis.
2.3.2. Coupling between WAAM deposition and rolling
For the inter-layer rolling studied here, both uncoupled and

coupled process models were developed and compared to examine
the effects of process coupling on the prediction accuracy and
thereby to evaluate the potential decoupling simplification for sav-
ing computational time. In terms of this research, the process cou-
pling means that the mechanical variables for each layer of the
rolling model is dependent on the mechanical solution of the
WAAM model, and vice versa. By contrast, the thermal solution
to the WAAM deposition was independent of the mechanical
4

model. In the uncoupled process model, the mechanical solution
of the short WAAM model was transferred to the short rolling
model, using the steady-state solution mapping technique [32],
but the rolling model solution was not incorporated in the WAAM
model, and thus the mechanical solution of the WAAM model was
independent of the rolling model. Both the uncoupled and coupled
process models consist of the following simulation steps for each
layer: new layer activation, WAAM deposition cycle, roller place-
ment, roller compression, and rolling.

2.3.3. Roller shapes
The shapes of flat and slotted rollers are presented in Fig. 3b and

c, respectively. The roller was simplified as an analytic rigid shell
with a radius of 50 mm. For the given rolling load, the assumption
of rigid roller does not affect the solution of both 2D [31] and 3D
[34] models. The flat roller was used in the model for representing
the profiled roller used in the experiment [5] to improve computa-
tional efficiency. Previous study [33] demonstrated that a flat roller
model with a roller-to-wall friction coefficient � 0.5 predicted RS
and PS distributions similar to those predicted by a profiled roller
model. In addition, the roller contact surfaces are simplified to be
flat in the models (Fig. 3b and c), although in the experiments [5]
the profiled and slotted rollers had curved surfaces. This simplifica-
tion reduced the computational time. According to Abbaszadeh
et al. [34] and Tangestani et al. [35], the variation of typical roller
surface radius only minorly affected the rolling model solution
(e.g., PS and RS).

2.3.4. Rolling parameters
During the rolling the indentation of the roller to the WAAM

wall surface was simulated through controlling vertical displace-
ment, which simplified the loading process and enhanced the
numerical convergency. To reach the prescribed rolling load of 50
kN in the experiment, values of vertical displacement of the roller
for each layer were found iteratively (note that only half rolling
load was considered for the half part modeled, Fig. 3a). The roller
was moved along the wall length with a speed of 3 mm/s, and only
the rotation around the pivot was allowed. The flat roller only
involves horizontal contact with the top surface of the wall
(Fig. 3b), while the slotted roller has both horizontal and vertical
contact surfaces (Fig. 3c). To simulate the unlubricated contact
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between the flat roller and the wall a friction coefficient of 0.5 was
specified. This value was also suggested by Cozzolino et al. [30] and
Coules et al. [39]. A friction coefficient of 0.1 was used in the rolling
model with the slotted roller for lubricated contact, which was also
adopted in previous rolling simulations [40–42].

2.3.5. Material properties
Temperature-dependent material properties of S355 mild steel

were adopted from the dataset reported by Thompson et al. [43].
The adopted elastic–plastic material properties include strain-
hardening data for large deformation, and the difference between
the wall deposit and the substrate was considered. The yield
strength of the S355 mild steel, as suggested by Thompson et al.
[43], is relatively low (390 MPa at room temperature), while
according to the material certificate of the employed ER70-S6 wire
[5], the minimum yield strength is greater than 502 MPa. In most
cases the magnitude of WAAM tensile RS reached the yield
strength of the material [44]. Colegrove et al. [5] measured a ten-
sile longitudinal RS of 600 MPa at the border between the WAAM
wall and the substrate. Therefore, to obtain more realistic simula-
tion results, the yield strength of the modelled wall deposit was
specified 50 MPa larger than the material data reported by Thomp-
son et al. [43].

2.3.6. Categories of rolling model and strategy
The rolling models were divided into two sets (Table 1). The

models in Set 1 were used for validation and investigation of PS
and RS evolution duringWAAM deposition and inter-layer (IL) roll-
ing. The models in Set 2 were used for optimisation of the rolling
strategy for the WAAM wall, which examine the stacked-layers
(SL) and post-build (PB) rolling processes.

2.4. Full-length mechanical model for unclamping

The reduced-length mechanical model cannot predict the RS
and distortion in the actual WAAM wall after the removal of
clamps [32]. To overcome this limitation, the reduced-length
model was solved in clamped condition and the obtained steady-
state solution was transferred as initial condition to generate the
full-length mechanical model. The full-length model has the iden-
tical mesh density, material properties and cross-sectional dimen-
sions as the reduced-length model (Section 2.3), except the full
length of 500 mm [5]. The full-length model also allowed consider-
ation of the actual clamping locations and boundary conditions
applied in the experiment [5], which has been demonstrated in
Ref. [32]. The technique of steady-state solution mapping (see
Ref. [32] for detail) was employed to transfer the mechanical vari-
ables from the reduced-length model of WAAM deposition and
rolling to the full-length model for investigating the material
response to the deactivation of clamping.
Table 1
Reduced-length mechanical models of multi-layer WAAM deposition and rolling.

Roller shape Rollin

Set 1 Flat roller for uncoupled WAAM
deposition and rolling model *

Inter

Flat roller
Slotted roller

Set 2 Flat roller Every
layerSlotted roller

Flat roller Every
layerSlotted roller

Flat roller Post-
Slotted roller

* Except for this model, all other models are coupled between WAAM deposition and

5

2.5. Computational efficiency

High performance computing facility was employed to solve the
model for WAAM deposition and rolling. The reduced-length
model with the flat roller took 8 h 37 min of wall clock time to
complete the simulation using 16 CPUs, and the computational
time was 14 h 35 min for the model with the slotted roller. Tradi-
tional rolling simulation for a 500 mm long WAAM wall could take
4 h 26 min for one layer, meaning that the simulation of 20-layer
rolling would take over 88 h [31]. The simulation of WAAM depo-
sition also takes significant time [38]. Therefore, it can be esti-
mated that the reduced-length model of the WAAM deposition
and IL rolling is at least 89% more efficient than the traditional
full-length model. Moreover, the full-length mechanical model
for simulating clamps removal (Section 2.4) is highly efficient,
and the computational time was just 6 min 43 s using 2 CPUs.
2.6. Inspection plane and validation approach

The inspection plane in the short IL rolling model is assigned in
the y-z plane, 48 mm away in the rolling direction from the start
boundary. The model reached steady state in this region. For the
long model the inspection plane is the mid-length plane of the
wall. Longitudinal RS distributions were also obtained along the
vertical path in the symmetry plane of the WAAM wall for the
steady state.

To validate the IL rolling model, the predicted RS distributions
and wall dimensions in the inspection plane were compared to
experimental measurements by Colegrove et al. [5]. The magnitude
of out-of-plane distortion was also compared between the predic-
tion and the measurement [5].
3. Results

3.1. Key features of predicted residual stress and distortion

3.1.1. Predictions by reduced-length mechanical models
Fig. 4 shows contour maps of the predicted distributions of the

longitudinal RS generated by the WAAM deposition alone and by
the WAAM deposition + IL rolling with flat and slotted rollers. In
the clamped condition, the deposition generated almost evenly
distributed tensile RS in the wall. Compressive RS was formed in
the major region of the substrate to balance the WAAM tensile
RS. Most significant longitudinal RS was generated on the border
between the wall and substrate. The IL rolling with the flat roller
mitigated the tensile RS in the wall and the region underneath
the wall/substrate border. A compressive RS region was formed
2 mm under the last rolled layer. The magnitude of tensile RS in
the wall was substantially reduced by the IL rolling with the slot-
g strategy Purpose

-layer (IL) Model validation and process investigation

4 deposited
s – (Stacked 4L)

Optimisation of rolling strategy

10 deposited
s – (Stacked 10L)
build – (PB)

rolling.



Fig. 4. Longitudinal RS distribution in WAAM deposited wall with clamps activated: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM deposition + IL rolling using the flat roller, (c)
WAAM deposition + IL rolling using the slotted roller.
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ted rolled, and a more extensive region with compressive RS was
generated under the rolled surface.
3.1.2. Predictions by full-length mechanical models
Figs. 5 and 6 show the 3D distributions of RS in the full-length

component with clamps activated and deactivated, respectively, as
obtained by the full-length mechanical models. A relaxation of ten-
sile RS in the wall and a bending distortion (concave upwards) of
the component (Fig. 5a and 6a) were caused by the deactivation
of clamps in the model. Without clamping the magnitude of tensile
RS reduced largely in the wall, as compared to the RS prediction
with clamps activated. On the top of the wall, conversion of tensile
RS to compressive RS occurred.

For the IL rolling with the flat roller, after the removal of clamps,
the component slightly bended upwards, and the compressive RS
Fig. 5. Longitudinal RS distributions and deformed wall configurations before deactivatio
(c) WAAM + IL rolling using the slotted roller (to aid visualisation a deformation scale f
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underneath the rolled surface increased in magnitude (average
value changed from �328 MPa to �494 MPa), as shown in
Figs. 5b and 6b. In contrary, for the IL rolling with the slotted roller,
the removal of clamps caused slight downward bending of the
component. As a result, the magnitude of averaged compressive
RS underneath the rolled surface reduced from � 470 MPa to �
370 MPa (Figs. 5c and 6c). The bending distortion along the bottom
line of the substrate after removal of clamps is presented in Fig. 7,
which clearly demonstrates the larger efficacy of the slotted roller
to reduce the WAAM distortion.
3.2. Comparison with experimental results

The longitudinal RS distributions in the inspection plane after
the removal of clamps were obtained by the full-length mechanical
n of clamps: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM + IL rolling using the flat roller,
actor of 5 is used).



Fig. 6. Longitudinal RS distributions and deformed wall configurations after deactivation of clamps: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM + IL rolling using the flat roller, (c)
WAAM + IL rolling using the slotted roller (to aid visualisation a deformation scale factor of 5 is used).

Fig. 7. Predicted distortion of the WAAM part after deactivation of clamps.
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models with the flat roller, as shown in Fig. 8a. The steady-state
solution in clamped condition was mapped from the coupled and
uncoupled short WAAM + IL rolling models. The predictions are
compared with experimental measurement [5]. The final RS distri-
bution predicted by the coupled model overall matches well with
the experimental measurement. The discrepancy is observed
mainly in the region within a distance of 10 mm to the top of
the wall. The full-length mechanical model associated with the
uncoupled short model incorrectly predicted the final RS, as com-
pared to the experimental data. This indicates that a process cou-
pling model is necessary for the IL rolling simulation.

Fig. 8b shows the longitudinal RS distribution obtained by the
full-length model associated with the coupled short model using
the slotted roller, which is also compared to the experimental mea-
surement [5]. The full-length model demonstrated a good correla-
tion with the measurement in the region from 10 to 28 mm
through the wall height. However, the model underpredicted RS
in the wall closer to the substrate and predicted local peaks of com-
pressive and tensile RS in the upper part of the wall, while such
peaks were not observed in the experimental measurement [5].

The local discrepancy between the prediction and measurement
(Fig. 8) could be partially attributed to the limitations of the
7

neutron diffraction measurement technique [45]. It is well known
that neutron diffraction measurement is sensitive to microstruc-
ture, and its resolution is limited to the gauge volume adopted.
Martina et al. [26] measured the RS in the top layers of Ti-6Al-4V
WAAM + IL rolled wall using the contour method, and they
observed RS distribution trend similar to the one obtained from
the present model. Given the complexity of the hybrid process,
the prediction accuracy of the model is deemed sufficient for the
purpose of this study.

Fig. 9 shows the deformed configurations of the rolled wall on
the y-z inspection plane. The predictions of the width of the rolled
wall by the reduced-length IL rolling models matched with the
observations in the macrographs [5]. The discrepancy between
the predicted and measured widths of the rolled wall is 2.7% and
0% for the rolling with the flat and slotted rollers, respectively.
For the slotted roller, the rolled wall width is equal to the width
of the slot (i.e., 5.2 mm, Fig. 3c).

The predictions for rolled wall height also agree well with the
experiments [5]. For the flat roller model, the predicted height is
28.48 mm, while the measured height is 28.0 ± 0.2 mm. The IL roll-
ing with the slotted roller barely changed the wall height com-
pared to the as-built condition, which is consistent between the



Fig. 8. Longitudinal RS distributions along the vertical path in the symmetry plane
for the full-length mechanical models after clamps deactivation, compared to
experimental measurements [5]. The flat roller (a) and slotted roller (b) were used
in the rolling simulations, and the full-length model was based on the solution
mapped from the steady-state region of the reduced-length WAAM + IL rolling
model.
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prediction and measurement. In the experiment [5], only the mag-
nitude of the bending distortion was measured; hence, the exper-
imental measurement is not included in Fig. 7. The model
underpredicted the magnitude of the distortion. For instance, the
maximum bending distortion in z-direction predicted by the
model in the as-built condition is 2.4 mm, compared to 6.7 mm
Fig. 9. Comparison of the predicted configurations of the rolled wall with experimental o
flat roller in the simulation; (b) rolled with slotted roller in both experiment and simul
shown.
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in the measurement [5]. The maximum distortion predicted by
the WAAM + IL rolling model with the flat roller is 0.78 mm, while
it is 2.6 mm measured experimentally. For the slotted roller, a
downward distortion of �0.27 mmwas predicted, while the exper-
iment showed an upward distortion of 1.2 mm.

The underestimate of the distortion can be attributed to the
limitations of the employed modelling method [32]. The rigid
clamping through constraining all the nodal displacements on
the substrate bottom is assumed in the short mechanical models.
However, in the experimental setup by Colegrove et al. [5], six thin
clamps were applied to small regions on the surfaces of the sub-
strate, which are anticipated to exhibit considerable compliance
due to the limited rigidity of the clamps. As a result, in-process dis-
tortion is expected to occur which cannot be captured by the short
model under fully rigid clamping. The influence of the less rigid
clamping system on final distortion was also discussed by Cole-
grove et al. [5].

Despite the discrepancy in the magnitude of the distortion, the
IL rolling model correctly captured the trend observed in the
experiment, i.e., the rolling reduced the WAAM distortion, and
the slotted roller was more effective than the flat roller. More
sophisticated modelling approach to capture the in-process distor-
tion would be developed in future study.
3.3. Temperature, stress and PS evolution during WAAM deposition
and inter-layer rolling

Figs. 10–12 show the concurrent evolution of temperature, lon-
gitudinal stress and PS in layer 6 during the WAAM deposition of
layers 6–14, coupled with IL rolling using the flat roller. The layer
6 is selected for inspection since it is less susceptible to the influ-
ence by the substrate and thus representative for the WAAM wall.
The inspected element for the aforementioned physical variables is
located in the inspection plane (Section 2.6) and adjacent to the
symmetry plane and the top surface of the layer 6. All these results
were obtained from the reduced-length model in the clamped con-
dition (Section 2.3).

It is clearly seen from Fig. 10 that tensile RS (550 MPa) formed
in layer 6 after the deposition, accompanying the generation of
compressive PS in the deposit. The subsequent rolling of layer 6
introduced tensile PS and compressive RS (� 72 MPa). Although
the subsequent deposition of layers 7 and 8 regenerated the tensile
RS, the accompanied rolling continued inducing tensile PS and mit-
igating the tensile RS. However, after the rolling of layer 9, the RS
tended to increase (Fig. 11a), since the subsequent rolling did not
further introduce tensile PS, i.e., the PS in layer 6 is constant during
the subsequent rolling stage, as shown in Fig. 11b. When the peak
bservations in macrographs [5]: (a) rolled with profiled roller in the experiment and
ation. The predicted wall width and transversal displacement after rolling are also



Fig. 10. Concurrent evolution of temperature and longitudinal stress (a), as well as the longitudinal PS (b), in the layer 6 duringWAAM deposition of layers 6–8 in conjunction
with IL rolling using the flat roller. The data were collected at the top of layer 6 in the inspection plane and the rolling phases are highlighted in the yellow shaded areas. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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temperature in layer 6 dropped to 400 �C during deposition of layer
13 (Fig. 12a), the deposition also stopped generating PS in layer 6
(Fig. 12b). In other words, the subsequent alternation of deposition
and rolling did not cause further plastic deformation in layer 6, and
then the material response became fully elastic. Consequently, the
RS was stabilised, and its magnitude was lower than that in a
WAAM process without IL rolling. Thanks to the IL rolling with
the flat roller, the initially formed WAAM tensile RS in layer 6,
reduced from 550 MPa to 201 MPa after the rolling.

For the IL rolling with the slotted roller, the layer 9 was selected
for inspection, since in such a case the rolling started from layer 6
to accommodate the depth of the slot (Fig. 3c), and the material
response is more representative in the process cycles after layer
9. One element adjacent to the symmetry plan and the top surface
was inspected to represent layer 9. Distinctive evolution of longitu-
dinal PS and stress in layer 9 was found during the WAAM deposi-
tion of layers 9–16 in conjunction with IL rolling using the slotted
roller (Fig. 13). Similar influence depth for generating PS was iden-
tified between the rolling and deposition. However, the deposition
was unable to reverse the tensile PS induced by the rolling and
hence there is accumulation of tensile PS during the evolution.
Compared to the flat roller (Figs. 10–12), the slotted roller intro-
duced higher tensile PS and thereby more effectively mitigated
the WAAM-induced tensile RS (for layer 9 it reduced from
500 MPa to 3 MPa after deposition of layer 16).

3.4. Comparison between different rolling strategies

To examine the potential improvement of manufacturing effi-
ciency through reducing runs of rolling, additional simulations
were performed for cyclic rolling after WAAM deposition of several
9

layers instead of each layer. Fig. 14 compares the predicted contour
maps of longitudinal RS after the WAAM deposition only, and the
WAAM plus IL, SL and PB rolling using the flat roller. These results
were obtained from the inspection planes in the reduced-length
mechanical models of WAAM deposition and rolling.

The stacked 4L rolling (Fig. 14c) led to RS distribution in the
wall similar to the IL rolling (Fig. 14b), indicating the similar effec-
tiveness for mitigating WAAM tensile RS (Fig. 14a). However, the
stacked 10L rolling (Fig. 14d) generated local peaks of tensile RS
near the top surface, in the middle of the wall and beneath the wall
in the substrate, despite similar RS distribution in the other region
as compared to the IL rolling. The PB rolling (Fig. 14e) only effec-
tively reduced the WAAM tensile RS in the upper half of the wall.
Compared with the IL and SL rolling strategies (Fig. 14b–d), the
PB rolling was less effective to mitigate the WAAM tensile RS in
the bottom part of the wall and in the substrate (Fig. 14e). It was
also found that the more runs of rolling with the flat roller, the
lower height of the rolled wall (Table 2).

Fig. 15 compares contour maps of the longitudinal RS in the
inspection plane (Section 2.6) for WAAM without rolling, and
WAAM with IL, SL and PB rolling when the slotted roller was used
in the simulations. There is only a minor difference in RS distribu-
tion between the IL and stacked 4L rolled WAAM walls (Fig. 15b
and c). The stacked 10L rolling generated RS distribution overall
similar to the IL rolling, but it gave rise to a local peak of tensile
RS (470 MPa) in the mid-height region of the wall. After the PB roll-
ing, the wall region near the substrate remained being subjected to
pronounced tensile RS (388 MPa). Nevertheless, the WAAM tensile
RS was largely reduced by the rolling in most regions. The slotted
roller was less effective to mitigate the WAAM tensile RS in the
substrate, despite the larger induced compressive RS region in



Fig. 11. Concurrent evolution of temperature and longitudinal stress (a), as well as longitudinal PS (b), in the layer 6 during WAAM deposition of layers 9–11 in conjunction
with IL rolling using the flat roller. The data were collected at the top of layer 6 in the inspection plane and the rolling phases are highlighted in the yellow shaded areas. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the wall as compared to the flat roller (Figs. 14 and 15). This
occurred because the slotted roller started rolling later than the flat
roller due to the slot depth. The height of the rolled wall hardly
changed with increasing the number of rolling runs (Table 3).
4. Discussion

4.1. Residual stress and distortion

4.1.1. Multi-layer deposition and rolling in clamped condition
The WAAM-induced longitudinal tensile RS was effectively mit-

igated by the IL rolling with the flat and slotted rollers at the 50 kN
rolling load in the clamped condition (Fig. 4). The RS mitigation can
be attributed to the rolling-induced change in PS distribution.
Figs. 16 and 17 show the PS distributions generated by WAAM
deposition, as well as WAAM with IL, SL and PB rolling using the
flat and slotted rollers. The rolling introduced tensile PS, and over-
all reduced or eliminated the WAAM-induced compressive PS,
despite some localised compressive PS bands remaining after roll-
ing. As a result, the RS distributions changed after the applied dif-
ferent rolling strategies.

As shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the slotted roller, in comparison
with the flat roller, led to larger compressive RS in the upper part
of the WAAM wall and smaller tensile RS in the lower part of the
wall, particularly pronounced for SL and IL rolling. This difference
can be attributed to the ability of the slotted roller to induce larger
tensile PS in the core of the wall (Figs. 16 and 17). The slot of the
roller provides a lateral restraint effect on the wall, whereas the flat
roller does not restrict the transversal displacement. Specifically
10
for the simulations of the IL rolling, the flat roller increased the
wall width by 2.3 mm, while the slotted roller led to widening only
by 0.2 mm, as compared to the as-deposited wall (Figs. 2 and 9).
The slotted roller eliminates transversal deformation under verti-
cal compression and hence promotes longitudinal tensile PS during
the rolling (Fig. 17). Consequently, the slotted roller is more effec-
tive to mitigate WAAM tensile stress (Figs. 14 and 15). This finding
is consistent with the previous experimental observations for IL
and SL rolling [5] and the numerical studies for PB rolling [33].

The RS distribution produced by the IL rolling with the slotted
roller is more beneficial than that for the flat roller. The lower mag-
nitude of the tensile RS in the clamped wall leads to lower bending
distortion after removal of clamps (Fig. 7). The larger compressive
RS in the upper region of the wall improves fatigue performance of
the built component [46,47]. Furthermore, the slotted roller does
not reduce the height of the rolled component (Table 3), avoiding
material waste and additional layer deposition to achieve the
designed height.
4.1.2. Deposited and rolled wall after removal of clamps
The IL rolling using the flat and slotted rollers reduced the

bending distortion caused by the relief of WAAM tensile RS after
removing clamps (Fig. 6). The distortion of the as-built component
was driven by the large longitudinal tensile RS that was not com-
pletely self-balanced in the wall under the clamped condition,
which created a net bending moment on the clamps. After removal
of clamps, a pronounced redistribution of RS caused significant
bending distortion (Fig. 6a). The IL rolling reduced tensile RS and
induced compressive RS in the clamped wall. This change in RS



Fig. 12. Concurrent evolution of temperature and longitudinal stress (a), as well as longitudinal PS (b), in the layer 6 during WAAM deposition of layers 12–14 in conjunction
with IL rolling using the flat roller. The data were collected at the top of layer 6 in the inspection plane and the rolling phases are highlighted in the yellow shaded areas. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. Concurrent evolution of the longitudinal PS and stress in the layer 9 duringWAAM deposition of layers 9–16 in conjunction with IL rolling using the slotted roller. The
data were collected at the top of layer 9 in the inspection plane (the slotted roller started rolling on layer 6), and the rolling phases are highlighted in the yellow shaded areas.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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state markedly reduced the net bending moment exerted on the
clamps. Indeed, much lower nodal forces at the clamping points
were predicted by the WAAM + rolling model, as compared to
the WAAM model without rolling [32,33]. The RS state in the IL
rolled component was close to complete self-balance and a new
equilibrium was reached shortly after unclamping. A minor redis-
tribution of RS occurred, resulting in relatively small distortion
(Figs. 6b and c, and 7).
11
Interestingly, the IL rolling using the slotted roller caused the
WAAM component to slightly bend in the opposite direction com-
pared to the IL rollingwith theflat roller (Figs. 6 and7). As the slotted
roller induced tensile PSof largermagnitude ina larger volumeof the
wall (Figs. 16b and17b), the tensile RS in the upper region of thewall
converted to compressive RS (Figs. 4c and 5c). Consequently, after
removing clamps, compressive RS partially relieved and caused the
component to slightly bend downwards (Figs. 6c and 7).



Fig. 14. Longitudinal RS contour maps in clamped condition: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM deposition + IL rolling, (c) WAAM deposition + stacked 4L rolling, (d)
WAAM deposition + stacked 10L rolling, (e) WAAM deposition + PB rolling. The flat roller was used in the rolling simulations.

Table 2
Wall height after WAAM + rolling with the flat roller.

Rolling strategy WAAM without rolling WAAM + IL WAAM + stacked 4L WAAM + stacked 10L WAAM + PB

Rolling runs 0 20 5 2 1
Height of the wall [mm] 40 28.48 33.49 37.36 38.36

Fig. 15. Longitudinal RS contour maps in clamped condition: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM deposition + IL rolling, (c) WAAM deposition + stacked 4L rolling, (d)
WAAM deposition + stacked 10L rolling, (e) WAAM deposition + PB rolling. The slotted roller was used in the rolling simulations.

Table 3
Wall height after WAAM + rolling with the slotted roller.

Rolling strategy WAAM without rolling WAAM + IL WAAM + stacked 4L WAAM + stacked 10L WAAM + PB

Rolling runs 0 20 5 2 1
Height of the wall [mm] 40 39.84 39.64 39.32 39.63
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Fig. 16. Longitudinal PS contour maps in clamped condition: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM deposition + IL rolling, (c) WAAM deposition + stacked 4L rolling, (d)
WAAM deposition + stacked 10L rolling, (e) WAAM deposition + PB rolling. The flat roller was used in the rolling simulations.

Fig. 17. Longitudinal PS contour maps in clamped condition: (a) WAAM deposition only, (b) WAAM deposition + IL rolling, (c) WAAM deposition + stacked 4L rolling, (d)
WAAM deposition + stacked 10L rolling, (e) WAAM deposition + PB rolling. The slotted roller was used in the rolling simulations.
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4.2. Deformation mechanism during WAAM + inter-layer rolling

In the hybrid process model, both the initial and final tempera-
tures are room temperature. Therefore, the net thermal deforma-
tion of the modelled material is zero and the plastic deformation
is the cause of the predicted RS. It should be noted that in this
study the rolling was performed when temperature dropped below
50 �C. Although the rolling at high temperature is effective to mod-
ify the microstructure [48], the RS mitigation requires rolling tem-
perature is low enough to avoid the potential RS build-up due to
13
the cooling after rolling [49]. The rolling-enabled microstructural
modification is another interesting topic and the thermal-
mechanical model could be coupled with a metallurgical model
to optimise the hybrid process for microstructural control in future
study.

The evolution of PS demonstrates that the deposition and roll-
ing of each layer have a certain depth of influence, i.e., the plastic
deformation in the layers underneath the top surface was changed
by the deposition or rolling, and the influence depth can be indi-
cated by the number of the plastically deformed underlying layers.
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In the layer 6, compressive PS was generated by the deposition
of layers 6–12 (Figs. 10–12). However, during the deposition of
layer 13 and subsequent layers, the peak temperature became
insufficient (400 �C and lower) to initiate plastic flow in layer 6
(Fig. 12). The distance over 7 layers (i.e., layers 6–12) is thus con-
sidered as the depth of deposition influence for cyclic plasticity,
below which the material solely undergoes elastic deformation
during reheating and cooling (Fig. 12).

The tensile PS, as induced by the rolling, counteracted the
WAAM-induced compressive PS in the rolled wall [33]. For the IL
rolling with the flat roller, the rolling-induced PS in layer 6 reduced
after new layers were deposited. The rolling after deposition of
layer 10 virtually did not change the PS in layer 6 (Fig. 11), mean-
ing that only 4 layers below the rolled surface were yielded by the
rolling (Figs. 10 and 11). Therefore, the influence depth is 4 layers
for the IL rolling with the flat roller.

As the deposition penetrates deeper than the rolling with the
flat roller, the effectiveness of IL rolling to alter the RS induced
by WAAM is limited. Nevertheless, the WAAM-induced compres-
sive PS was overall lowered by the rolling (Fig. 16b), which has sig-
nificant implication in RS development (Fig. 14). For instance, the
rolling on the newly deposited layer 6 induced tensile PS and the
WAAM tensile RS converted to compressive RS (Fig. 10). However,
during deposition of subsequent layers, the regeneration of tensile
RS in layer 6 occurred due to WAAM-induced thermal cycles, and
the new tensile RS gradually increased after the rolling stopped
further introducing PS (Fig. 11). The stress level in the layer 6 sta-
bilised after the PS did not change anymore (Fig. 12). Considering
the whole hybrid process, the IL rolling reduced WAAM tensile
RS and contained its regeneration. As a result, the final longitudinal
RS in the layer 6 reduced from 550 MPa to 201 MPa (Figs. 10–12).

The IL rolling with the slotted roller demonstrated twice the
influence depth than the rolling with the flat roller, and it intro-
duced a higher tensile PS (Fig. 13). This difference arises because
the slotted roller imposes restraint in transversal deformation
and promotes longitudinal plastic deformation (Fig. 17b). Although
in such a case the deposition and rolling had the same influence
depth, the rolling led to a greater change in PS. It is thus unsurpris-
ing that the longitudinal RS in the inspected layer was largely mit-
igated by the IL rolling with the slotted roller.

4.3. Optimisation of rolling strategy for hybrid process

The RS profiles produced by the stacked 4L rolling with the flat
and slotted rollers are similar to the IL rolling (Figs. 14 and 15).
Although no additional RS measurement is available to directly
verify this, similar reduction in bending distortion after unclamp-
ing for both IL rolling and stacked 4L rolling was observed in exper-
iments [5], suggesting similar RS before unclamping. Such
similarity is probably associated with the increased influence
depth for the SL rolling compared to the IL rolling.

The evolution of the longitudinal PS in layer 6 during WAAM
deposition and stacked 4L rolling using the flat roller is shown in
Fig. 18. The PS was influenced with a depth of 7 layers below the
rolled surface for the stacked 4L rolling, while for the IL rolling only
4 underlying layers were influenced. On the other hand, the influ-
ence depth of deposition was 4 layers for the stacked 4L rolling
(Fig. 18), compared to 7 layers for the IL rolling (Fig. 12).

The IL rolling penetration was resisted by the strain hardened
material in the previously deposited and rolled layers. The increase
in the width of the rolled wall also enhanced the rolling resistance
(Fig. 14b). By contrast, during the stacked 4L rolling, deeper pene-
tration was achieved at the identical rolling load due to the less
strain hardening caused by the fewer rolling runs and less increase
in the rolled wall width. As a result, the stacked 4L rolling has
greater influence depth than the IL rolling. Regarding the WAAM
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influence depth, the less reduction in wall height during stacked
4L rolling could contribute to the reduced number of the underly-
ing layers affected by the deposition, as compared to the IL rolling.

The above analysis explains the differences in influence depth
between IL rolling and Stacked 4L rolling. However, it is challeng-
ing to quantify the individual contributions of mechanical and geo-
metrical factors to such differences. Particularly for strain
hardening, material can be softened by the reheating during subse-
quent deposition. The hardening history in the plasticity model can
be eliminated at temperatures above a critical value. To accurately
capture the influence depth of such material softening, the thermal
model should be coupled with the mechanical model, such that the
effect of the layer height reduction and width increase by rolling
with the flat roller can be accounted for in the heat transfer anal-
ysis. This is still an open topic for future research.

Fig. 19 illustrates the mechanism of the cyclic variation of longi-
tudinal RS during WAAM + stacked 4L rolling with the flat roller.
Initially, WAAM deposition generated tensile RS in layers 1–4. As
the rolling influence depth was 7 layers, the rolling on layer 4 mit-
igated the longitudinal tensile RS in the layers 1–4 and the substrate
underneath the wall. As the deposition influence depth was 4 lay-
ers, the deposition of layers 5–8 caused new formation and re-
formation of tensile RS in layers 2–8. Subsequent rolling on layer
8 reduced tensile RS within 7-layer depth, i.e., in layers 2–8. Similar
variation of RS occurred during deposition of layers 9–12 and roll-
ing on layer 12. After the final rolling on layer 20, tensile RS in all
layers was reduced by the stacked 4L rolling, which explains the
RS distributions shown in Fig. 14c. The interaction between the roll-
ing with the slotted roller and the deposition is also responsible for
the RS evolution in the wall, but the RS distribution is distinctive
due to the difference in the specific interaction involved.

The stacked 10L rolling using both rollers demonstrated a local
peak of tensile RS in the mid-height region of the wall (Figs. 14d
and 15d). This is because the rolling of two layers only (layer 10
and layer 20) was insufficient to reduce the compressive PS in
the whole wall and high compressive PS was concentrated in the
mid-height location (Fig. 16d and 17d). Similarly, a large tensile
RS region close to the substrate was observed in the PB rolled wall
(Figs. 14e and 15e). In such a case, solely rolling the last layer was
inadequate to influence the whole wall (Figs. 16e and 17e) and
extensive tensile RS remained.

The SL and PB rolling with flat and slotted rollers have the pro-
spect to improve manufacturing efficiency by reducing the number
of rolling operations. However, the WAAM component with
stacked 10L rolling and PB rolling is not recommended for fatigue
sensitive applications. The high tensile RS remaining in the wall
can adversely affect the service life of the component [46,47]. Nev-
ertheless, the PB rolling can efficiently mitigate RS and distortion in
low height WAAM components [33].

Despite the longer manufacturing time required for removing
the lubricant during the in-process rolling with the slotted roller,
the use of the slotted roller reduced tensile RS in the whole wall
to a greater degree and achieved lower distortion, as compared
to the flat roller.

Another consideration for the evaluation of the hybrid process
is the change of WAAM component dimensions after rolling, which
also influences manufacturing efficiency. Larger reduction in wall
height requires more deposited layers to achieve the designed
height, and significant increase in wall width implies more exten-
sive machining needed. Rolling with the slotted roller is preferen-
tial in this aspect since it caused negligible change in the wall
height and width (Table 3 and Fig. 9b), while rolling with the flat
roller caused more marked dimensional change (Table 2 and
Fig. 9a). In addition, the reduced wall surface roughness of the
components built with the slotted roller (Fig. 15) minimises
post-build machining.



Fig. 18. Evolution of longitudinal PS in the layer 6 during WAAM deposition and stacked 4L rolling with flat roller. The rolling phases are highlighted in the yellow shaded
areas. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 19. Schematic of cyclic variation of longitudinal RS during WAAM + stacked 4L rolling with flat roller. The boxed red and blue layers are those influenced by WAAM
deposition and rolling, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Based on the above evaluation considering the stress/distortion
mitigation effectiveness, geometric control and manufacturing effi-
ciency, the stacked 4L rolling with the slotted roller is potentially
an optimal process for building straight wall components.

5. Conclusions

Efficient coupled process models for inter-layer rolling, stacked-
layers rolling and post-build rolling were developed to investigate
the residual stress and distortion mitigation by vertical rolling in a
WAAM steel wall. The models were validated using previous
experimental results. The concurrent evolution of temperature,
plastic strain and residual stress during WAAM deposition and
inter-layer rolling was revealed to understand the interaction
between deposition and rolling. Optimisation of the rolling strat-
egy for the hybrid process was also conducted to enhance manu-
facturing efficiency without compromising the stress/distortion
mitigation efficacy. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. Changing the number of deposition layers for each rolling cycle
and modifying the roller geometry leads to different influence
depths of WAAM deposition and rolling. The process influence
depth is manifested as the reaching depth of the plastic flow
15
induced by the deposition or rolling of each layer. The greater
the influence depth, the more extensive the effect of the process
on the residual stress. The difference in influence depth affects
the interaction between the deposition and rolling during the
hybrid process, which governs the final residual stress and dis-
tortion in the WAAM-built component.

2. Cyclic re-formation of tensile residual stress occurs during
WAAM deposition. The inter-layer rolling with the flat roller
has smaller influence depth compared to the deposition. There-
fore, the rolling mainly reduces the degree of the re-formation
of the WAAM tensile residual stress during the consecutive
deposition of layers. Thanks to the lateral restraint of the slot,
the rolling with the slotted roller promotes more longitudinal
tensile plastic deformation, despite its similar influence depth
to the deposition. Consequently, the slotted roller reduces the
tensile residual stress more significantly than the flat roller,
and it also produces compressive residual stress more
extensively.

3. Stacked-layers rolling can be used as an alternative to inter-
layer rolling to reduce the manufacturing time. The stacked-
four-layer rolling process is implemented with fewer rolling
operations than the inter-layer rolling. Fortunately, it has larger
influence depth than the deposition and thereby leads to longi-
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tudinal residual stress distributions similar to those produced
by the inter-layer rolling. The stacked-layers rolling with slot-
ted roller is highly effective and has additional benefits such
as marginal change of wall dimensions and low surface rough-
ness, and hence it is potentially optimal for the hybrid process.

4. Post-build rolling has relatively large influence depth, but it is
not as effective as the inter-layer and stacked-layers rolling to
reduce the residual stress in the whole WAAM wall studied
here, since the penetration is insufficient for a tall wall. Never-
theless, it could be efficiently applied to lower height WAAM
components.

5. As the rolling mitigates the deposition-induced tensile residual
stress in the clamped WAAM component, the distortion due to
the tensile stress relaxation after removal of clamps is reduced
by the rolling. The slotted roller is more effective than the flat
roller in reducing distortion, since it can more significantly mit-
igate the WAAM residual stress.
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